MLRS: THE ARTILLERY ARSENAL

The Multiple Launch Rocket System is a complete arsenal. In less than a minute, its 3-man crew can ripple fire 12 rockets at targets up to 32 kilometers away, showering a 30- to 60-acre area with nearly 8,000 submunitions. Then, before the smoke clears, the MLRS launcher can quickly move to a new location, reload in a matter of minutes and fire again.

This time, however, the crew may be firing two of the long-range Army Tactical Missile System missiles. Or the reduced-range practice rocket which simulates tactical firings in every way. Or a new rocket under development with an extended range exceeding 45 kilometers. Whatever the mission demands. Plus, MLRS can easily integrate new weapon technologies as they emerge, such as smart submunitions and guided rockets.

And MLRS is battle proven, earning the reputation as the most devastating artillery system deployed during Operation Desert Storm.

That's why the U.S. Army and Army National Guard continue to field the system. And why more and more countries are adding MLRS to their arsenals. Versatile and efficient, MLRS truly is the artillery arsenal.
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Honorig General Ronald R. Fogelman

The inaugural Ronald R. Fogelman Award was announced quietly during the Air National Guard's Senior Commanders Conference by Maj Gen Edward C. Phelan (ret.), executive director of the National Guard Association of the United States (NEGAUS). The NGAS established the award to encourage and reward outstanding scholarship in military relations, and to recognize General Fogelman's efforts to solidify the vital link between the citizen-soldier and the active duty military.

Guard's Fighting Legacy Threatened

The New Year does not bring glad tidings from the Pentagon for eight Guard combat divisions, some of which are on the chopping block. As the controversy over eliminating or severely restructuring these vital forces rages on, editors about the Guard's role as a combat force are rethinking under a dark cloud of misinformation. To set the record straight, we begin a series of historical profiles this month on the contributions of each of our divisions, beginning with Pennsylvania's 28th Infantry Division, which led the victory parade through Paris during World War II.

Massachusetts Fighter Pilots Over Bosnia

22

The 106th Fighter Wing, Massachusetts Air National Guard, deployed to Aviano Air Base, Italy, from August through October as part of Operation Deny Flight. By rotating personnel every 15 to 18 days, traditional Guard members managed to remain time from their civilian employers to help bring peace to the war-torn region of the former Yugoslavia. More than 500 Guard members and a dozen A-10 Thunderbolt II aircraft deployed for the unit's first combat mission in its 48-year history.
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